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Advanced inspection of parts

Situation

A team of Jakruv quality assurance (QA) technicians inspects parts delivered by suppliers to facilities across the globe. Manual inspection tends to be laborious and slow, especially for larger parts used in Jakruv products. Inspection delays can result in production delays, and with engineers spread thin across geographies, it is generally difficult and costly for them to travel to a facility to resolve issues when they arise.

Explore the use case to learn how Jakruv’s QA technicians use the metaverse to inspect parts.
**Advanced inspection of parts**

**Metaverse use case**

Jakruv is experimenting with AI-enabled autonomous drones fitted with high-definition cameras and multiple sensors to perform quality inspection and transmit the data to company servers, which is accessible to production leaders, technicians, engineers, etc. If a quality issue is detected, the drone can capture it through photos and/or videos and send an alert to quality technicians who can then analyze the flaws remotely on their smart devices. If required, they go to the warehouse and leverage the industrial metaverse to perform an AR-guided manual inspection of the defective parts. Suppliers would get notified immediately about part defects so that they can inspect their production process, isolate any problems, and use their digital twins to simulate and evaluate potential changes before implementing physical changes on the production floor.

**Potential value realization**

Using interactive metaverse technologies, the QA team can perform inspections at Jakruv warehouses more quickly and accurately with fewer people. They are likely to have extensive digital documentation, reduce the cost of conducting inspection, and downtime could plummet. They may have also expedited information-sharing and repair and replacement requests with suppliers.

Explore the next room to learn more about Jakruv's metaverse applications.
Virtual product design

Situation

Jakruv is designing a new product line for the global market and is looking for ways to reduce its long and expensive product development cycle. It also wants to include inputs from executives and stakeholders from across the globe. Additionally, it would like to incorporate the voice of its diverse customer base early in the design process.

Explore the use case to learn how Jakruv uses the metaverse for virtual product development.
Virtual product design

Metaverse use case

Using its metaverse capabilities, Jakruv has created an immersive design and testing facility. The virtual environment allows designers to create and test products in a 3D virtual space, making it easier to experiment with designs, perform product testing, and create revisions before developing a physical prototype. The metaverse tends to remove the need for stakeholders, including customers, to travel to different facilities for testing. Apart from speeding up the testing process, it can enable the company to collect inputs from all internal stakeholders, and customers can perform virtual user testing and share their feedback with the design team before designs are finalized.

Potential value realization

The virtual product design and testing environment in the metaverse would help eliminate costs related to materials, test facilities, and prototyping. It can reduce testing time substantially and enables multiple iterations on a single prototype. With data-backed prototyping and enhanced internal collaboration, Jakruv is likely to achieve cost savings on product development and increased speed to market for new products.

Explore the next room to learn more about Jakruv’s metaverse applications.
**Virtual innovation lab**

**Situation**

Jakruv facilities around the globe continually experiment with new, state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques and technologies. However, while advanced technologies are deployed at some plants, a lack of awareness and familiarity with the technology tends to hinder propagation to other facilities.

Explore the use case to learn how Jakruv uses the metaverse for remote collaboration.
Virtual innovation lab

Metaverse use case
Jakruv is experimenting with a virtual manufacturing innovation lab—a 3D immersive space where piloted and proven advanced manufacturing equipment, technologies, and techniques are demonstrated on virtual Jakruv products. Employees across locations use the immersive environment to interact with advanced manufacturing processes and to share knowledge and best practices. Design teams bring products into the virtual environment to test new processes and learn from experts who have successfully implemented the technology at facilities across the globe. The virtual environment can enable safe experimentation without the risk of damaging expensive manufacturing equipment, products, or facilities. Internal experts and stakeholders collaborate to evaluate the production process virtually, assess key factors, and run pilot production before a manufacturing technique is used in the physical production of a product.

Potential value realization
Jakruv should be able to propagate advanced manufacturing techniques to its facilities across the world and achieve significant improvements in its return on investment and operational efficiency.

Explore the next room to learn more about Jakruv's metaverse applications.
Interactive customer touch points

Situation
Jakruv has a global customer base and wants to guide its customers on how to operate and maintain its machines, as well as showcase the features and capabilities of the machines.

Explore the use case to learn how Jakruv uses the metaverse to facilitate customer engagement.
**Interactive customer touch points**

**Metaverse use case**

Jakruv uses a platform to design and build 3D models of its equipment and add animations, audio, and interactive elements to create user manuals. With the industrial metaverse, customers can access the interactive user manuals through devices such as VR headsets, AR glasses, smartphones, or tablets, anytime and anywhere. Before performing any maintenance, customers can explore the machines, learn how they work, and practice using and maintaining them in realistic virtual scenarios. Through AR, the interactive user manuals can also provide feedback and guidance to the customers as they go through steps of maintaining the equipment. If necessary, customers can also engage with the company’s service experts, who can use AR to guide them through complex maintenance and repair.

**Potential value realization**

The interactive user manuals can reduce the cost and time of creating and updating physical manuals, as well as provide real-time feedback and analytics on how customers interact with the equipment. Customers may benefit from interactive tutorials and troubleshooting guides that can help them operate and maintain their machines more safely and efficiently. By creating interactive user manuals, Jakruv helped improve the quality and accessibility of information and increase customer engagement and satisfaction.

Explore the next room to learn more about Jakruv’s metaverse applications.
Elevating supplier collaboration

Situation
Jakruv has a geographically diversified supply base, making it challenging to collaborate with key stakeholders to optimize design for manufacturability, process design, and improve and modify processes once they are up and running.

Explore the use case to learn how Jakruv uses the metaverse to boost supply chain collaboration.
Elevating supplier collaboration

Metaverse use case
Jakruv's premier suppliers have created digital twins of their production facilities and have adopted the industrial metaverse. When Jakruv creates a new part, it collaborates with the supplier through the industrial metaverse to simulate the production of the part in the supplier’s digital twin factory. Simulations center on design for manufacturability (DFM) changes that will likely lead to optimized costs and quality, and changes to the part’s design can be made in real time. Virtual pilot runs can be performed with multiple stakeholders, to help identify issues before the physical line is set up. Once the part is in production, Jakruv engineers can make virtual plant visits at any time to collaborate with the supplier on virtual Gemba walks, help solve problems that arise, and support manufacturing changes due to part revisions.

Potential value realization
Greater supply chain collaboration can help Jakruv save costs and time associated with process revisions or overhaul and improve the quality of its products. It can also improve Jakruv’s operational efficiency and ensures transparency among stakeholders.

Explore the next room to learn more about Jakruv’s metaverse applications.
Facilitating next-gen maintenance

Situation

Jakruv has a large fleet of manufacturing equipment that requires regular maintenance to prevent breakdowns and reduce downtime. However, tracking maintenance schedules manually tends to be time-consuming and error-prone.

Explore the use case to learn how Jakruv uses the metaverse to ensure regular plant maintenance.
Facilitating next-gen maintenance

Metaverse use case
Jakruv has built a digital twin of its factory in the metaverse, replicating its real-world facility. The digital twin collects data from sources such as sensors embedded in the machines, automated guided vehicles, and high-definition cameras across the factory premises. By using this data, AI algorithms help the operators triangulate where and when maintenance is required from their tablets. AR glasses help direct the technician to the appropriate parts that need maintenance or repair and walk them through how to perform the maintenance. The metaverse also provides a platform for remote monitoring of the machines, helping them to detect any anomalies or faults in the machines before they become critical.

Potential value realization
Metaverse-enabled maintenance can reduce downtime and costs, likely resulting in an increase in productivity and a jump in operational efficiency. With optimal performance and reliability of its production equipment, Jakruv can improve on-time delivery of products to its customers.

Explore the next room to learn more about Jakruv’s metaverse applications.